The number of available input and output BNCs depends on the frame you ordered.

The 2 base MultiViewers are assigned to outputs 1 and 2, but can be re-assigned to outputs 3 and 4, respectively.

The 3 additional MultiViewers on the x36+ frame are fixed to outputs MV3-5.

Only Media-Store audio can be output on the AES audio outputs.

Output BNCs* 11-22 on the x36+ frame have dedicated format converters and color correctors for each BNC.

Notes:
- The number of available input and output BNCs depends on the frame you ordered.
- The 2 base MultiViewers are assigned to outputs 1 and 2, but can be re-assigned to outputs 3 and 4, respectively.
- The 3 additional MultiViewers on the x36+ frame are fixed to outputs MV3-5.
- Only Media-Store audio can be output on the AES audio outputs. Audio is not embedded in the MultiViewer output.
- Output BNCs* 11-22 on the x36+ frame have dedicated format converters and color correctors for each BNC.
**Frame Installation and Cabling**

**Power and Control Cabling**

1. Connect video inputs as needed.
2. To Remote Aux Panel or external serial device.
3. Connect Program, Preview, and aux outputs as needed.
4. Connect Program or use internal reference.

**Rack Mounting**

1. Rack Mount and Arms
2. Mounting Rail Guide
3. 5/16 Hex Bolts
4. Threaded Rubber Bumpers

**Frame Dust Filter**

Remove frame door before cleaning the dust filter.

**Frame Door Opening**

1. Unlock
2. Open

**Caution:** Before you set up and operate your switcher, see the “Important Safety Instructions” in your Setup manual.

Having a problem? Call our free, 24-hour technical support hotline to speak with a live product specialist located right here in our facility.

Telephone: (+1) 613 • 652 • 4886
Email: techsupport@rossvideo.com

**Important Safety Instructions**

To Remote Aux Panel or external serial device.